USS Pharaoh NCC 82362 - SD 10302.06

Having reached an understanding of the Pharaoh's situation by way of a mind meld between Admiral Silek and Sokat, the Vulcan intruders embraced the Pharaoh crew as comrades, and relayed in brief the particulars concerning their war-ravaged universe. Wishing the Pharaoh a successful journey, the Vulcans departed, and the USS Pharaoh proceeded at maximum warp to Sector 912 to seek the aid of the Guardian of Forever.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


FCO_Khrex says:
::sitting at helm::
CO_Trelan says:
:: enters the bridge ::
FCO_Khrex says:
::wondering what the source of that odor was::
CMO_Stidd says:
::Enters the bridge and positions himself so the CO can see him and talk to him if needed::
TO-Shot says:
CO:  Sir, tactical is at optimum, and ready to go.
SO_S`ensor says:
::On the bridge at Science 1, tweaking the sensors...well sorta, playing solitaire but nobody notices::
FCO_Khrex says:
::sniffs the air::
CO_Trelan says:
TO: Acknowledged.
FCO_Khrex says:
::"It can't be those Vulcans, right?"::
CEO_Irvin says:
::in engineering working with the warp shield generator still:: ALL: Bogas FRAT!  ::bangs the equipment with a 'wrench looking thing'::
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Captain, ETA to Sector 912 is 30 minutes.
CO_Trelan says:
TO: Keep an eye on these sensors. :: looks back to the screen :: Never know if those damn Romulans are still out there.
CEO_Irvin says:
::sits up on the floor and taps combadge::  *CO* Irvin to Trelan...   
CO_Trelan says:
:: hits commbadge with a smile ::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Places the Queen of hearts on the King of spades...  notices LRS out of line... adjusts them::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::in her quarters, trying to catch some sleep::
CO_Trelan says:
*CTO* Trelan to Llynisika.
TO-Shot says:
CO: Aye Sir... we are hot and packing! ::grins::
FCO_Khrex says:
::wonders... 'hot and packing'?::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Snorts and snores:: Outloud: Wha?  ::sits up and taps her badge:: *CO*:  Llynisika here, Sir
FCO_Khrex says:
::sounds like his roommate from the academy::
CO_Trelan says:
*CTO* Lieutenant, if I'm not mistaken, you have been transferred to Alpha shift, correct?
TO-Shot says:
::tweaks her sensors, and turns to look at the FCO wondering if he is "not with the program"::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Humming under her breath.:: Self:  Sheesh, first time up at the bridge and there is no action.

ACTION: The USS Pharaoh arrives in sector 912. The planet appears on LRS... ETA is now 5 mins

FCO_Khrex says:
::looks confused::
TO-Shot says:
::leans over and whispers to the SO::  Black one on the red there ::points::
CEO_Irvin says:
::gets up and heads over to the master systems display table::  Comp: Computer, run a level 2 diagnostic on the #3 & 4 EPS Power Taps for the System B11, Warp Shield Generator....
CMO_Stidd says:
::Watches the action as they approach Gateway::
TO-Shot says:
CO:  Sir, I have the planet on LRS.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Pauses and looks on her screen:: *CO*  Krit!  Yes Sir.  On my way, Sir.  ::Smacks her head::  Sir, please forgive my language  ::blushes a deeper blue::
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: We've entered sector 912, ETA is now 5 minutes.
SO_S`ensor says:
::Moves the cards:: TO:  Oooo thanks.
CO_Trelan says:
:: nods to the TO ::
CO_Trelan says:
FCO: Acknowledged.
CO_Trelan says:
SO: Sensor readings?

ACTION: The Pharaoh is welcomed to the system by a displacement of the space/time continuum. The ship shakes from fore to aft as it collides with turbulence.

FCO_Khrex says:
::Krit? Is that word bad? Hmm..::
CO_Trelan says:
:: glances at the CMO, then back to the SO ::
SO_S`ensor says:
CO:  Monitoring now Sir... just waiting for the input...  Recommend a probe being launched?
TO-Shot says:
::scans the surrounding area for other vessels::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Throws on her clothes and runs to the TL:: TL: Bridge
FCO_Khrex says:
::Krit, krit, krit, krit, krititty, kritters::
TO-Shot says:
::grabs her console to stay on her feet::
CEO_Irvin says:
::reads the diagnostic readout and sees that the system is still not responding - suddenly is jolted to one side of the ship::  
CO_Trelan says:
:: grabs the nearest console to keep from falling ::
CMO_Stidd says:
CO: You need something, sir?
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Compensating for the turbulence.
FCO_Khrex says:
F
SO_S`ensor says:
::Gets thrown on the floor:: Self:  Ouch!
RAdm_Silek says:
::steps out on the bridge from the turbolift::
CO_Trelan says:
CMO: Not at the moment. Thanks.
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Sorry, my mind must have wandered.... uh... Krit!
TO-Shot says:
::looks over at the SO:: SO:  Is your stomach upset, or is that the Planet belching?
TO-Shot says:
::reaches down to help the SO up::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Lurches into the side of the lift::  Outloud: Krit!! ::rubs her antenna that got smacked::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Looks Up and scrambles to her feet::  TO:  I thought you angered the gods again..
CEO_Irvin says:
::struggles to get up and hit the intercom::  *Bridge* What's going on up there?  Are we under attack?
CO_Trelan says:
All: Report.
CMO_Stidd says:
CO: Very well.  I am ready to serve
CTO_Llynisika says:
::The TL doors open and she moves quickly to her post, nodding to the Captain::
TO-Shot says:
SO:  Well, what can I say?  Redheads don't like Gods making passes!  ::giggles::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Dispenses with her card game and concentrates on the sensors::
FCO_Khrex says:
*CEO*: Uh... Negative sir. Just some turbulence.
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: We've run into some turbulence, Captain. Nothing I can't handle though.
CEO_Irvin says:
*FCO* Turbulence?  You call that turbulence?  The Inertial dampeners just increased power to 122%....  Only time that happens is when there is a Space Time displacement....
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Nods at TO Shot:: TO: What do we have on sensors?
FCO_Khrex says:
*CEO*: Like I said... Turbulence.
RAdm_Silek says:
CO: Captain... we should be able to plot a safe course to the planet in time. These emanations are quite normal for..... THIS planet.
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Ma'am, nothing as far as vessels, but lots of belching going on out there...
CO_Trelan says:
:: hears the Admiral ::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Antenna twitch at that:: TO: Belch?

ACTION: Just as the Admiral finishes.... the ship is shaken once again from a huge turbulence.

CEO_Irvin says:
::shakes head and changes the intercom direction, and secures the channel::  *CMO* Irvin to Stidd...  The Kobayashi Maru has arrived at the promised land.  Acknowledge.
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Sorry Ma’am, just a joke... the planet is causing a space-time displacement disturbance.
CO_Trelan says:
FCO: Plot a safe route. Standard orbit once we arrive. I want to be in geosynchronous orbit over the northern region.
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Aye captain.
CTO_Llynisika says:
TO: Joke.....ahh.  Other than 'belching' is there anything else I should know about?
CMO_Stidd says:
*CEO*: Understood.  I am currently on the bridge.  We are ready for the final showdown up here, how about you?
FCO_Khrex says:
SELF: Lousy Space-Time Turbulence... uh... Boolsheet fiddler.
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  You might want to think about purchasing a seat belt for your console... personally I don't like landing on the far side of the bridge... hard on my bones.

ACTION: The CEO is thrown from one side of the engine room to the other from a huge turbulence

FCO_Khrex says:
::takes the ship out of the range of the turbulence, or at least attempts to::
CTO_Llynisika says:
TO: I would tend to agree with that  ::Smiles slightly::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  No Ma’am... ::grabs onto her console again::
CO_Trelan says:
FCO: Transfer non-essential power to the inertial dampeners.
SO_S`ensor says:
::arms ache from holding on.::
CEO_Irvin says:
*CMO* Aye, but I have to tell you Sidd, I'm a bit on the fractious side.  I still don't have that bungled piece of junk that Starfleet calls "New and exciting new technology" back up yet...
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Grabs the console and reaches out to steady Shot::
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Aye, sir.
TO-Shot says:
::grins:: CTO:  See what I mean Ma'am?
CEO_Irvin says:
::struggling to hold on through the turbulence::  Self:  I can't work like this...   ::begins to re-route warp power to the inertial dampeners::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Seriously, all weapons looks good, I have probes ready if needed.
CMO_Stidd says:
*CEO*: I have faith that you will succeed in that endeavor.
FCO_Khrex says:
SELF: Hmm... non-essential. I guess that means, those science labs, and my quarters.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Antenna flat on her head:: TO:  Yes, Shot
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Ma'am?  One of your antenna seems to be swollen?  Shall I get some ice for it?
RAdm_Silek says:
::remains calm through all the turbulence::
CTO_Llynisika says:
TO: Good. ::Looks at Shot, then remembers the bump in the TL::  TO: No, it's had worse happen to it.  But thanks
CMO_Stidd says:
::Rides the turbulence like an old pro and develops a look of some past memory::
CO_Trelan says:
:: moves to his command chair, bringing up readings on his console ::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Yes Ma’am, whatever you say, but it turning purple, is that normal?
CO_Trelan says:
FCO: Drop to impulse. See if that helps.
CTO_Llynisika says:
CO: Sir, we weapons are at ready and we have probes ready at your command.
SO_S`ensor says:
::Reading the sensors and raises her eyebrows:: CO:  I've located the centre of the disturbance, transferring to the helm.  ::Entering the coordinates she passes them to the FCO.::
FCO_Khrex says:
::remembers someone saying "Shall I get some ice for it?" in one of his former roommates... uh... recreational movies::
FCO_Khrex says:
::drops to impulse::
CO_Trelan says:
CTO: Very good. Thank you.
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Aye sir.
CEO_Irvin says:
::walks back over to the warp shield generator and tries to work with the turbulence going on::
CTO_Llynisika says:
TO: Just means it's still attached ::Smiles a bit::
CEO_Irvin says:
::shakes head::  Self: I guess he's pissed today or something...   ::begins to re apply the power taps for the 5th time::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Well Ma’am, it is attached, that is for sure... ::grins at the swollen member::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::fingers fly over the console as she glances sideways at Shot::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Perhaps you should wiggle it, to make sure it isn't broken or something?
SO_S`ensor says:
CO/FCO:  I've got all the waves plotted, we can avoid them...  IF ANYONE IS LISTENING.
CEO_Irvin says:
::taps combadge::  *CO* Irvin to Trelan...  I think that I'm close to getting this boat anchor working again.  I'm going to need to take the mains off line for a short moment once we enter standard orbit...

ACTION: The FCO is thrown from his seat during one last turbulence and hits his shoulder on the port side of the bridge

TO-Shot says:
SO:  Geez So, I am listening...
FCO_Khrex says:
SO: Sorry, my mind drifted...
FCO_Khrex says:
::feels a pain in his shoulder and realizes he's not in his chair::
CO_Trelan says:
*CEO* Acknowledged. But as soon as we are in orbit, I want you to meet us in the transporter room. We will be beaming down. Put one of your engineers to work on it.
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Ow.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Antenna begin twitching::  TO: It's been 'broken' once, I don't think I'd forget that feeling this quickly.  But thank you for your concern
TO-Shot says:
::giggles:: SO:  Maybe that will wake him up ::watches as he hits the bulkhead::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: I should've worn my seatbelt.
SO_S`ensor says:
TO:  Hmmmm maybe.
FCO_Khrex says:
::sits back down at helm, ignoring the pain in his shoulder::
SO_S`ensor says:
FCO: Or look at your console, the coordinates of the waves are there, we can avoid them...  ::Thinks she is going to be court-martialed yet again.::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  If you don't mind me saying so Ma’am, those are a mighty fine pair of antennae!

ACTION: The Captain follows the FCO right behind him and hits the side of the bulkhead.

CEO_Irvin says:
*CO* With all due respect Captain, I need to stay here.  ::trying like the dickens to stay here and not have to confront Tomure for obvious reasons::  I canna leave this old girl when she needs me the most.

ACTION: The CO lays on the deck unconscious.

FCO_Khrex says:
SO: Uh... ok... I'll replot my course.
FCO_Khrex says:
::looks at the captain::
CTO_Llynisika says:
TO: Thanks.  ::Sees the FCO and the Capt. fly into the bulkhead::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Should we call for help?
CMO_Stidd says:
::Moves over to the CO and the FCO and begins scanning them for problems::
TO-Shot says:
CMO:  Doctor, I think we have an unconscious CO on the bridge, you might want to send help.
FCO_Khrex says:
::replots course to SO's specifics::
RAdm_Silek says:
FCO: Establish standard orbit Mr. Khrex
TO-Shot says:
SO:  The FCO must like his duty shift rough!
FCO_Khrex says:
RAdm: Aye sir. Establishing standard orbit.
FCO_Khrex says:
TO: That's not the only thing I like rough... 
FCO_Khrex says:
TO: ...I like my sandwiches rough too.
RAdm_Silek says:
::frowns::
TO-Shot says:
FCO: Apparently... ::fades off with her sentence::
CEO_Irvin says:
::leans over the shield generator in an attempt to make a few adjustments to the feed::
CMO_Stidd says:
::Begins to work on the CO giving him a hypo of a tri-ox compound::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Checks the sensors, while glancing at the CMO working::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Er em Ma'am, that purple is now moving down your forehead... I would say you are going to two beautiful black... er em purple eyes!
FCO_Khrex says:
::enters the ship into orbit::
TO-Shot says:
CMO:  Sir, do you have a cold pack the CTO can use in the magic bag of yours?
CTO_Llynisika says:
::looks at Shot and thinks of Mia and Lita, smiles:: TO: Your concern is noted, I'll have it checked when I'm off duty
FCO_Khrex says:
::looks for a seatbelt in his chair, doesn't find any::

ACTION: Just as the ship enters orbit an uncharted disturbance hits the Pharaoh.... sparks come from every console on the bridge... systems are overloading.

TO-Shot says:
::hears the FCO mentally and takes off her belt::  FCO:  Here, use this.  ::hands it to him::
CMO_Stidd says:
::Taps combadge:: *Medical team 2*: I need help in getting the captain to the sickbay.  TO: I will send one up from the sickbay when I get there.
CEO_Irvin says:
::begins to re-apply one of the power taps and it shorts out producing a vast display of electrical Pyrotechnics::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Burns herself as the console sparks:: FCO:   Watch it!
FCO_Khrex says:
::wonders if he can refit the chair with a seatbelt... and while he's refitting the chair wonders if he could install cup holders::
TO-Shot says:
::glad she had walked over to the FCO or she would have been burned by the sparks::
FCO_Khrex says:
ALL: Shisburger!
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Grabs at the console, gripping it tight enough to leave dents in it::

ACTION: Main power is offline. The ship is on reserve power only

TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Well, looks like we are having fried consoles for dinner tonight...
FCO_Khrex says:
TO: Thanks. But don't you need your belt?
TO-Shot says:
FCO:  Nope... ::pants fit her like a glove::
CEO_Irvin says:
::gets up from the floor as alarms start sounding - taps combadge::  *Shipwide* All damage control teams report to assigned sections...  Stand by for orders.
RAdm_Silek says:
All: Damage report all stations.
FCO_Khrex says:
TO: Forget the consoles... I feel like chicken tonight!
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Pats Shot's backside, snuffing out some smoldering that sparks caused::
SO_S`ensor says:
::looks for a fire extinguisher::
TO-Shot says:
RAdm:  French fried console here sir... dead as a door nail!
FCO_Khrex says:
RAdm: Helm is not responding.
TO-Shot says:
::ooooooooouuuuuuuuuu::  CTO: Thanks Ma’am, and here it was I thought I was hot!  ::grinning::
CTO_Llynisika says:
RAdm: Sensors barely working, sir
CMO_Stidd says:
::Emergency medical teams arrive on the bridge and begin treating the burns::
FCO_Khrex says:
::wonders if the captain is ok::
CEO_Irvin says:
::tapping like mad on the master control display::  EOs: Move!  Come on!  We can't be without main power while we are here!
TO-Shot says:
MO:  No you don’t!  No one touches that! ::shoos him off::
CO_Trelan says:
:: moves slowly, opening his eyes ::
CO_Trelan says:
:: pulls himself up into the command chair ::
CO_Trelan says:
ALL: Report!
CEO_Irvin says:
::Main control console begins to flicker in and out::  Self: Dear God...  *CO* Stand by Captain... We're picking up the pieces down here.... 
TO-Shot says:
CO:  One fried console, and one slightly burned behind ::still patting her pants::
CMO_Stidd says:
CO: Captain! I would not recommend you doing this just yet.
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Helm is unresponsive. Could be the fact that it's been fried... but I'm no engineer.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::turns at the Capt.’s voice::  CO: Sensors are still on-line, but barely
CO_Trelan says:
CMO: Save it, Doctor. I have a ship to run.
CO_Trelan says:
:: stands, swaying ::
CEO_Irvin says:
Comp: Computer, Identify the cause of the overload and localize the epicenter.... 
CO_Trelan says:
FCO: Move to the Engineering console. Transfer helm control.
CMO_Stidd says:
CO: I could make it an order, sir.
CEO_Irvin says:
::still tapping on the master display as it flickers in and out::
CO_Trelan says:
CMO: I understand that, Doctor.
TO-Shot says:
::is on her knees looking under the console and the melted wiring::  CTO:  Ma’am, I will need a new console, this one can be used as refuse...
CO_Trelan says:
:: moves to the science console ::
CEO_Irvin says:
*CO* From what I can tell down here Captain, the bridge main sub processor took a direct hit...  You might want to come to Engineering for ship control...  
CO_Trelan says:
SO: What have you got?
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Captain, we're in standard orbit of the planet. We got here before the consoles fried. 
CO_Trelan says:
*CEO* Acknowledged. Take control of all flight operations.
Computer says:
CEO: Cause is Main junction of power located on deck 2 section 2
SO_S`ensor says:
CO:  Not much sir... smoldering metal....
CTO_Llynisika says:
TO: Noted ::waves some smoke away::   We can use this one, ::glowers at the board as sparks jump:: at least for now
CO_Trelan says:
:: looks to the Admiral ::
CO_Trelan says:
Adm: I think we should get down there. The sooner, the better.
FCO_Khrex says:
::wonders what evil caused these horrific events... oh... right...::
CMO_Stidd says:
::Pulls a devise from his med kit and prepares to put it on the CO's head just above the neck in the back:: CO: At least wear this until I can check you out more thoroughly.
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  I must say we are a pair Ma’am, one slightly bent antenna, and slightly singed rear ::begins to chuckle::
CO_Trelan says:
:: tilts his head ::
RAdm_Silek says:
::nods:: CO: I agree.
CEO_Irvin says:
::hears computer report and pounds console::  Comp: Reroute all command functions and main bridge control to the secondary systems in auxiliary control and boost the navigate signal route.
CEO_Irvin says:
::waits patiently::
FCO_Khrex says:
CO: Captain, we have thrusters. Impulse and warp engines are offline.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Grins and laughs quietly:: TO: That we do
CEO_Irvin says:
::waits patiently as the computer lags::
CO_Trelan says:
:: hits his commbadge ::
CO_Trelan says:
*ALL* All senior officers, report to the transporter room.
CO_Trelan says:
TO/SO: I need you two to stay here.
CEO_Irvin says:
*CO* Captain, I'm attempting to return control to the bridge...  The computer has identified a few more junctions on deck two that took a hit.  I dunno if I can get power to the transporter....
SO_S`ensor says:
::Pouts:: CO:  We never get to go anywhere..
CEO_Irvin says:
*CO* I can probably get enough power for one to go down and back up again....
CO_Trelan says:
TO: Keep a transporter lock on us. Chances are, once we step through the Guardian, you will lose contact. Just watch for us to return.
CMO_Stidd says:
::Raises an eyebrow as the CO said all senior officers::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Taps a couple of commands and turns the board over to Shot::  TO: See what you can do with this
FCO_Khrex says:
::reports to the transporter room::
CEO_Irvin says:
::standing waiting for orders in the smoke and smoldering consoles in Main Engineering::
TO-Shot says:
TO:  Aye Sir...
CEO_Irvin says:
*CO* Captain, Acknowledge
CO_Trelan says:
*CEO* We all need to go if this is going to work, Eli. Get it working...yesterday.
FCO_Khrex says:
::wonders if he should be "hot and packing"::
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Ma’am, I am a tactical officer, NOT a metal worker!  ::grinning at her::
CEO_Irvin says:
::sigh::  Self: What am I a FREAKIN WIZARD?  *CO* Aye Sir...
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Smiles back:: TO: I have the utmost confidence in your abilities
CEO_Irvin says:
::runs out to the transporter room::  EO_Lee: You have command of the compartment.  Transfer all available power to transporter room 1.
CO_Trelan says:
Adm: Shall we, sir? :: heads toward the door ::
CMO_Stidd says:
::Heads to the transporter Room taps his commbadge:: *CEO*: It appears to be show time my friend.
TO-Shot says:
CTO:  Well, I do know an engineer that is sweet on me ::grinning evilly::
CEO_Irvin says:
::enters the transporter room and steps behind the flickering console::
CTO_Llynisika says:
::a short bark of laughter escapes her mouth, causing some to look at her::
EO_Lee says:
*CEO* You've got every ounce that we can spare commander...  I can't do any better.
TO-Shot says:
::sets a transporter lock on the AT and prays it holds::
FCO_Khrex says:
::heads for the weapons locker in the Transport room and holsters a phaser::
CO_Trelan says:
:: enters the transporter room, looks to the CEO :: CEO: Report.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Coughs:: CO: Sir, usual field packs?
CEO_Irvin says:
*EO* Ok... Stand by and monitor the system as best you can::
CO_Trelan says:
CTO: No need. I hope we can fix this in short order.
CEO_Irvin says:
::looks up to the Captain and shrugs - taping madly to stabilize the imaging scanners::
CO_Trelan says:
:: grabs a phaser from the locker ::
CEO_Irvin says:
::breathes a sigh of relief as the console appears to stabilize::
CO_Trelan says:
ALL: Set weapons to stun. Just to be safe.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir.  ::Moves and arms herself with a phaser, grabs an extra phaser battery::
CMO_Stidd says:
::Enters the Transporter Room ready to go to the surface and see if his "friend" is there.::
CO_Trelan says:
:: moves up onto the pad ::
CEO_Irvin says:
CO: Ok.....   I think that's got it Captain...  
CEO_Irvin says:
CO: God bless me if we can get back....
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Follows the Capt.::
CO_Trelan says:
:: looks around :: Everyone ready?
TO-Shot says:
*CO*:  Sir, ready to beam down?
CMO_Stidd says:
::Steps on the pad:: CO: Ready sir.
CTO_Llynisika says:
::Stands at security ready, nods:: CO: Ready here Sir
FCO_Khrex says:
::steps onto the pad::
CEO_Irvin says:
::sets the automatic setting and steps onto the pad:: *EO* Stand By...  Monitor that power tap Lee.
CO_Trelan says:
*TO* All set here. Energize.
TO-Shot says:
*CO*:  Aye Sir, beaming now.

ACTION: Ruins extend to the horizon. An ancient planet, age completely unknown despite the years of study. Off in the distance stands a circular rock formation, 4 meters tall, 8 meters wide. A wind that is not felt howls in the distance.

RAdm_Silek says:
@ ::looks around in awe::
CO_Trelan says:
:: looks around, taking in the landscape ::
CMO_Stidd says:
@::Looks around, remembering the last time he was here::
CO_Trelan says:
@:: notices the round object, pointing toward it ::
CO_Trelan says:
@ALL: Over there. Let's go.
CEO_Irvin says:
@::flips open his tricorder and scans looking over to Stidd as if to say, what am I doing here?::
CTO_Llynisika says:
@::Scans the landscape, phaser at ready, Tricorder out::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::wonders what possible problems can occur::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::follows the captain::
CMO_Stidd says:
@CEO: Remember?
RAdm_Silek says:
@ ::walks towards the rock formation::
CMO_Stidd says:
@::Follows the CO::
CO_Trelan says:
@ :: watches as the formation grows larger as the close the distance ::
TO-Shot says:
::all members of the AT are still on her sensors::
CEO_Irvin says:
@::follows the group::
CTO_Llynisika says:
@::Walks along, always scanning and looking::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::nearly trips over a rock::
CEO_Irvin says:
@::speaks suggestively to Stidd::  CMO: Yes, but I REALLY should be on the ship....
CMO_Stidd says:
@CEO: It was not my choice to bring you here.
TO-Shot says:
SO:  How ya doing on your console?
CO_Trelan says:
@:: slows as they approach ::
CTO_Llynisika says:
@CO: Sir, no life signs.  I'm reading some energy from there, though.  ::motions her tricorder towards the round rock::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::slows down behind the captain::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Pokes her head from underneath.::  SO:  If I were an engineer I'd be able to tell you...so fair its just burnt isolinear chips.
CO_Trelan says:
@CTO: Acknowledged.
TO-Shot says:
CO:  At least you can tell what yours were supposed to be... this looks like mercury soup here.
CEO_Irvin says:
@::sighs and continues scanning::  CO/CTO: I'm reading....   13th power energy?  
CTO_Llynisika says:
@::Antenna are low to her head and twitching, indicating her concentration::
RAdm_Silek says:
@ ::stares at the rock formation::
CMO_Stidd says:
@CEO: Do you ever think of Nancy and how she is doing?
FCO_Khrex says:
@ALL: So, uh... just so I don't look shocked later. Does this guardian float in midair or have any features we should be aware of?
CO_Trelan says:
@CEO: 13th? Geez, that's alot of power.
CTO_Llynisika says:
@::Scans once more::  CEO: It seems like it
CEO_Irvin says:
@CO: Millions of Starships and starbases couldn't generate that much power.  ::tries to sound ignorant to where they are and what this place is::
CO_Trelan says:
@:: stops in front of the large round rock ::
CEO_Irvin says:
@CMO: She was before my time on the Pharaoh Sidd....
RAdm_Silek says:
@ ::takes a deep breath::
TO-Shot says:
*EO Truk*:  Hey John, any chance I can get a new tactical console up here?  Tac 1 is out completely and so is science.
CTO_Llynisika says:
@::Watching the rock, she kicks a smaller rock with her toe::
CO_Trelan says:
@Guardian: Greetings, Guardian. I am Captain Trelan. We have come to ask for your assistance.
FCO_Khrex says:
@::Wonders if the Guardian has a name... like Ralph, or Bubba::
Guardian says:
CO: I am the Guardian of Forever.
CEO_Irvin says:
@::stands and looks on  hoping that Tomure realizes that his knowledge 'doesn't exist'::
EO-Truk says:
*TO*:  Shot: Sure sweet thing... I will get two and bring them right up!
FCO_Khrex says:
@::wonders why his forehead hurts::
Guardian says:
@CO: You are from before the change.
TO-Shot says:
SO:  Well, help is on the way... shame we can't play some more solitaire while we wait ::grinning;:
CO_Trelan says:
@Guardian: That is correct.
CO_Trelan says:
@Guardian: We have hopes of correcting that change.

ACTION: The slow booming voice thrums across the open landscape. The rim of the rock lights up internally coming alive flashes in time with the voice.

CMO_Stidd says:
@::Feels a wave of nausea pass over him and he knows::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Chuckles:: TO:  Oh well, the computer cheats anyway.
FCO_Khrex says:
@::whispers:: SELF: Ooo.. pretty.
Guardian says:
@ CO: Many journeys are possible.
TO-Shot says:
::looks around the bridge to see if anyone is watching::  SO:  I just so happens I have a pack of cards here, wanna play some poker?
CO_Trelan says:
@Guardian: Can you take us to the place of the change?
SO_S`ensor says:
TO:  Ewwwww can't stand the game...  I just loose all my money.  I can play crazy eights though.
TO-Shot says:
SO:  My kind of girl... I like go fish as well ::pulls the cards out of her pocket::  Shall we? ::winking::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Chuckles:: TO:  What the heck, nothing else going on here.
TO-Shot says:
::hands the deck to the SO to shuffle::
CTO_Llynisika says:
@::Listening to the conversation and continuing to scan::
SO_S`ensor says:
::Shuffles the cards then deals them.::
TO-Shot says:
::sits down on the deck waiting for the EO to appear::

ACTION: A cloud fills the center of the round structure. And images begin to appear.... Their is a star forming slowly with debris around it

CO_Trelan says:
@:: watches as the center of the Guardian shows the images ::
CTO_Llynisika says:
@CO: Captain, ::indicates the cloud with her tricorder::
CO_Trelan says:
@CTO: I see it.
FCO_Khrex says:
@::looks at the center of the round structure. "Hmm... impressive... but would it KILL you to have a few chairs?::
CTO_Llynisika says:
@:: Steps closer and brings the tricorder up a bit::
CEO_Irvin says:
@::looking on in familiar astonishment::
CO_Trelan says:
@:: brow furrows at the images ::
CMO_Stidd says:
@::Watches and remembers::
FCO_Khrex says:
@::wonders if it has satellite reception::
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